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Electronic Logging Device

Transport Canada Certified

Key Features

The Guardian ELOG has been designed as a mobile
technology platform that provides a comprehensive
solution for your electronic driving logging needs. It has
been engineered to be fully compliant with government
certification requirements with the Transport Canada
and FMCSA.

GPS tracking

Our device connects directly to your engines electronics of
the vehicle to provide the most accurate data.

Vehicle Activity Monitoring

Secure Backups

Ruggadized Tablet

Integrated Two-Way Communications System

IFTA Reporting

www.guardianeld.com

Our ELD is Secured on a 4G Network
Important ELD Mandate Requirements

1

The use of an ELDs applies to any federally regulated carriers who currently use traditional paper logbooks.Provincial and territorial
regulators will need to adopt the rules that apply to provincial and interprovincial operations.

2

An ELD will automatically record information such as driving time, odometer readings, and engine power-up.

3

Roadside inspectors will be able to ask for an ELD record to be emailed to a supplied address.

4

Fleet compliance must have real time access to information.
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Complete a report in just a few taps

Why choose us?
Diesel Tech Industries is a trusted and well established
company with close to 20 years in the transport
industry technology field. Our in-house engineering
and real world expertise is backed up by the best
customer service. Our mission is rooted in driving
innovative technology to the transportation industry,
with focus on diesel engine applications.
Guardian ELOG was developed with your fleet in
mind. Our ELD provides many benefits to carriers and
drivers. With countless options, the system was
engineered to fit your requirements and is capable of
being integrated with your transport management
system.

Easy Transition
The Guardian ELOG will be a painless transition to a
paperless log for your entire fleet. Our device is
designed to be easily operated and understood, while
still being compliant with Canadian and US ELD
mandates. It has also been field tested by experienced
drivers to gain insight on ease of use. The Guardian
ELOG will record the hours and km driven, ensure
faster Inspections and more manageable, easy to read
reporting. By directly accessing the vehicle’s computer,
instead of GPS approximation, the accuracy of the
information is guaranteed. The Guardian ELOG
provides the peace of mind that you are doing everything you can to preserve the integrity of your safety
and compliance standards.

Pricing
Contact us for more details.
Visit us at www.guardianeld.com/pricing for pricing
and to stay updated with our promotions.
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Advantages
Expert Engineering
The Guardian ELOG is designed and engineered inhouse by our
technical experts. We are working alongside industry leaders with
an inestimable amount of practical industry experience.
Secure Data
The Guardian ELOG is backed up to an encrypted cloud based
system for 6 months. The device stores 14 days worth of data.
This ensures the data is accessible 24/7 on multiple platforms.
Vehicle Active Monitoring
The information is being retrieved directly from the engine. The
Drive Time, Off Duty Time, Yard Time, Loading time information
is gathered directly from the vehicle’s electronic communications
system.
Stand Alone Tablet
DTI designed a dedicated tablet that works seamlessly with the
ELD system. The Guardian ELOG is designed to withstand drops,
vibrations, extreme temperatures, differing altitudes, and natural
elements such as wind, rain, sand, humidity and dust. By not
relying on “off the shelf” or personal mobile devices; compatibility
and permission settings are secured.
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Request a Demo

780.455.9876
Dtiguardian
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Canadian owned and operated
* Some details may vary and are subject to change
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